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Suicidal ideation and suicide attempts in chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease: The Korea National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (KNHANES IV, V) from 2007–2012
Jae Ho Chung1, Chang Hoon Han2, Seon Cheol Park2 and Cheong Ju Kim2

BACKGROUND: There is good evidence for an association between chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and depression,
but there are few studies on the relationship between COPD and suicidal ideation/suicidal attempts.
AIMS: To evaluate the mental health of patients with COPD in Korea and to compare it with that of the general population.
METHODS: We analysed data of 15,718 subjects (age ⩾ 40 years) who participated in the 2007–2012 Korea National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey. COPD was defined according to the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD)
criteria for people aged ⩾ 40 years. We compared the mental health outcomes of 2,506 patients with COPD (2,355 GOLD stages I
and II; 151 GOLD stages III and IV) with those of 13,212 controls.
RESULTS: Suicidal thoughts were reported by 16.0% of patients in stages I and II, by 23.8% of those in stages III and IV and by 15.7%
of controls (P= 0.023). Suicidal attempts were reported by 0.6% of patients in stages I and II, by 2.6% of those in stages III and IV and
by 1.0% of controls (P= 0.019). The crude odds ratio (OR) for suicidal ideation in those in stages III and IV was 1.68 (95% confidence
interval (CI), 1.16–2.46), and the OR for suicidal attempts in stages III and IV was 2.83 (95% CI, 1.03–7.75). In multivariate analysis, the
OR for suicidal ideation in stages III and IV was 1.67 (95% CI, 1.12–2.49) and that for suicidal attempts was 2.94 (95% CI, 1.03–8.31).
CONCLUSIONS: GOLD stages III and IV COPD were associated with a marked increase in suicidal behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a leading cause of
global morbidity and disability and is predicted to become
the third greatest cause of death worldwide by 2020.1 Although
the underlying pathology is initially confined to the lungs, the
associated emotional responses to COPD contribute greatly to the
resulting morbidity. Many chronic medical conditions are compli-
cated by emotional and psychological disorders, and yet the
emotional dimensions of such chronic medical conditions are often
overlooked when medical care is considered.2 Studies have
consistently documented strong links between COPD and
depression.3,4 A meta-analysis using 16 studies showed that COPD
consistently increased the risk of depression (crude odds ratio (OR),
1.69; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.45–1.96).5 Depression and
anxiety adversely affect prognosis in COPD, and COPD increases the
risk of developing depression. These bidirectional associations
suggest the potential usefulness of screening for these disease
combinations to direct timely therapeutic intervention. Although a
relationship has been established between high levels of depression
and COPD, there are few studies on the relationship between COPD
and suicidal ideation and attempts.6,7 Goodwin6 studied the
association among COPD, suicidal ideation and suicide attempts
and found that COPD was associated with increased odds of suicidal
ideation but that the association was no longer significant after
adjusting for nicotine dependence. However, suicide attempts were
higher in individuals with COPD and remained so after adjusting for
demographic factors, depression, panic disorder, drug and alcohol
dependence and nicotine dependence. Druss and Pincus7 found a
significant increase in suicidal ideation in patients with asthma and

chronic bronchitis, but not in those with hypertension, arthritis,
thyroid disease, diabetes or cancer, after adjusting for major
depression, depressive symptoms, heavy alcohol use and demo-
graphic factors. Because depression is the strongest risk factor for
suicidal thoughts and behaviour, it is logical that a heavy burden of
depression among those with COPD could put this group at an
increased risk for suicide. Moreover, smoking has also been linked
with suicidal behaviour8 and is intricately linked with COPD,
suggesting further impetus for looking at suicidal behaviour among
those with COPD. Suicide is an important public health concern in
South Korea and worldwide. The rate of suicide has increased
dramatically in Korea, and it is now the fourth leading cause of
death.9 Epidemiological differences lead to a need to investigate
different comorbidities and risk factors in different ethnic groups.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the mental health of

patients with COPD and compare it with that of the general
population of Korea.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study participants
This study was based on data from the Fourth Korean National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey (KNHANES IV, 2007–2009) and KNHANES V
(2010–2012). KNHANES has been conducted periodically to assess the
health and nutritional status of the Korean civilian non-institutionalised
population. KNHANES is composed of a health interview survey, a health
examination survey and a nutrition survey conducted by trained
investigators. Annually, 10,000–12,000 individuals from 4,600 households
are selected from a panel to represent Koreans aged ⩾ 18 years using the
multistage clustered and stratified random sampling method based on
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National Census Data. The sampling frame was developed on the basis of
the 2005 population and housing census in Korea. Household units were
selected by a stratified multistage probability sampling design for the
South Korean population. KNHANES IV and V were cross-sectional,
nationally representative surveys conducted by the Division of Chronic
Disease Surveillance, Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
among ~ 260,000 primary sampling units, each of which contained ~ 60
households. Of the participants, we analysed data on COPD, depression
and suicidal ideation from 15,718 subjects aged ⩾ 40 years after excluding
1,855 non-respondents.

Lung function measurement
Spirometry was performed by trained technicians according to the 1994
American Thoracic Society recommendations using the same type of dry
rolling-seal spirometer (Model 2130; SensoMedics, Yorba Linda, CA, USA)
for all subjects.
Airway obstruction was defined according to the Global Initiative for

Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) criteria (GOLD stage I) as forced
expiratory volume in 1 s/forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) o70%.10 Severity
of airway obstruction was based on the percentage predicted FEV1 in
accordance with the GOLD criteria (FEV1 ⩾ 80% predicted, stage 1, mild;
FEV1 = 50–79% predicted, stage II, moderate; FEV1 = 30–49% predicted,
stage III, severe; FEV1 o30% predicted, stage IV, very severe). The
restrictive spirometric pattern was defined as FEV1/FVC 470% and FVC
o80% predicted.

Baseline physical health
Physical health may affect an individual’s mental health and future
mortality risk. Comorbid conditions include stroke, hypertension, ischaemic
heart disease, liver cirrhosis, arthritis, asthma and chronic renal failure. The
number of comorbid conditions was also evaluated. Subjects with one or
more cancers of the stomach, liver, lung, colon, cervix or breast were
defined as ‘major cancer’ subjects, based on their answering ‘yes’ to the
question ‘Were you diagnosed with cancer(s) by a physician?’ to avoid bias
generated by a subjective assessment.

Socioeconomic status
Indicators of socioeconomic status are associated with suicidal ideation.11

In the present study, education, occupation and household income were
used as indicators of socioeconomic status. Self-reported smoking, alcohol
intake and physical activity were estimated from questionnaire responses.
Household income was categorised according to the quartile of total
income of each member in the household. Marital status was categorised
as married, single or divorced/separated/widowed.

Health behaviours
Suicide-related thoughts and behaviours are associated with health
behaviours such as cigarette smoking,12 alcohol consumption13 and
physical exercise.14 Health behaviours such as smoking, drinking, physical
activity and sleep were assessed through self-reported questionnaires.
Smokers were classified as current, former or non-smokers. Individuals
were defined as risky drinkers if they reported 12 or more binge drinking
episodes (consumption of five or more alcoholic beverages in a single day)
during the previous year.15

Individuals were defined as having ‘physical activity below recommenda-
tions’ if they did not report engaging in either 20min or more of vigorous
physical activity three or more times per week or 30min or more of light/
moderate physical activity five or more times per week, in keeping with the
American College of Sports Medicine Guidelines during the survey period.16

Mental health measures
Psychosocial factors can affect the relationship between suicidal ideation
and mortality, and suicidal ideation can also be considered a marker of
psychosocial factors. Depression is based on their answering ‘yes’ to the
question ‘Were you diagnosed with depression by a physician?’. To assess
the mental health of the study population, the surveys provided to the
participants included the same questions as those in the KNHANES
surveys. Three dimensions within the domains of health status and mental
health were determined, such as stress, depression and suicidal thoughts
and attempts. Participants reported their level of stress as none, mild,
moderate or severe. Depression was screened using the Korean version of

the World Health Organization Composite International Diagnostic
Interview-Short Form, which was validated as a cost-effective screening
instrument that could be easily integrated into health surveys.17 ‘In your
lifetime, have you ever had 2 weeks or more when nearly every day you
felt sad, blue or depressed?’ and ‘Have there ever been 2 weeks or longer
when you lost interest in most things such as work or hobbies or things
you usually like to do for fun?’ To assess depression, participants answered
‘yes’ or ‘no’ to a question of whether they had experienced a depressed
mood for 2 or more continuous weeks during the previous year. Suicidal
ideation was assessed by a positive answer to the question ‘In the last
12 months, did you think about committing suicide?’ A ‘yes’ or ‘no’
response was also used to determine whether they had suicidal thoughts;
if they answered ‘yes,’ they were asked about their suicide attempts, if any.
This indicator is a well-documented predictor of suicide attempts that

was previously used in other surveys on adults18 and in the KNHANES
studies.

Ethical issues
The institutional review board at the Korea Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention approved the study protocol (nos. 2007-02CON-04-P, 2008-
04EXP-01-C, 2009-01CON-03-2C, 2010-02CON-21-C, 2011-02CON-06-C,
2012-01EXP-01-2C), and all participants signed informed consent forms.

Data analysis
All sampling and weight variables were stratified, and the SPSS survey
procedure was used for the statistical analysis to ensure appropriate
estimates and standard errors. We used survey sample weights in all analyses
to produce non-biased estimates for descriptive or analytical data analysis.
Descriptive statistical methods were used to describe the basic character-
istics of the study population; numbers and percentages are reported for
each variable. Clinical characteristics were compared among participants
using analysis of variance for continuous variables and the χ2 test for
categorical variables. Multivariate logistic regression analysis adjusted for
age, sex, marital status, smoking, alcohol intake, education, personal income,
physical activity and presence of diabetes mellitus, hypertension, stress,
depressive mood for more than 2 weeks and major cancer (stomach, liver,
lung, cervix, breast and colon cancers) was used to examine independent
risk factors for suicidal behaviour among patients with COPD. Data were
analysed using SPSS for Windows ver. 20.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

RESULTS
The baseline characteristics of the study population are described
in Table 1. Compared with the general population, patients with
GOLD Stages III and IV COPD were more likely to be older, male,
less educated, less likely to have a job and more likely to earn a
lower income and exhibit a current smoking habit.
Table 2 presents the differences in mental health between the

study population and the control group. The proportion of
patients with GOLD stages III and IV COPD reporting moderate-to-
severe stress was 25.8% compared with 25.2% of controls.
Depressed mood for 2 or more continuous weeks was reported
in 13.4% of patients with GOLD stages I and II COPD, in 17.6% of
those with GOLD stages III and IV COPD and in 15.1% of controls
(P= 0.063). Suicidal thoughts were reported by 16.0% of patients
with GOLD stages I and II COPD, in 23.8% of those with GOLD
stages III and IV COPD and in 15.7% of controls (P= 0.023). Suicide
attempts were reported by 0.6% of patients with GOLD stages I
and II COPD, in 2.6% of those with GOLD stages III and IV COPD
and in 1.0% of controls (P= 0.019). The OR for suicidal ideation in
those with GOLD stages III and IV COPD was 1.68 (95% CI, 1.16–
2.46), and the OR for suicidal attempts in that group was 2.83 (95%
CI, 1.03–7.75). Following adjustment for age, sex, marital status,
smoking, alcohol intake, education, personal income, physical
activity and presence of diabetes mellitus, hypertension, stress,
depressive mood for 2 or more continuous weeks and major
cancer, the OR for suicidal ideation in those with GOLD stages III
and IV COPD was 1.67 (95% CI, 1.12–2.49) and that for suicide
attempts was 2.94 (95% CI, 1.03–8.31; Table 3).
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DISCUSSION
Main findings
The results of this study suggest that GOLD stages III and IV COPD
are significantly associated with an increased likelihood of suicidal
ideation and attempts.

Strengths and limitations of this study
The limitations of this study should be considered when
evaluating the results. First, assessments of suicidal ideation and
suicide attempts occur over a lifetime; therefore, it is not possible
to determine the sequence of events, although the distinction

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the study populations

No COPD (n=13,212) GOLD stage I, II COPD (n=2,355) GOLD stage III, IV COPD (n= 151) P value Post hoc

Age (years) 54.9± 10.3 64.8± 9.9 66.0± 8.6 o0.001 a,b
Sex (Male %) 5,003 (37.9) 1,710 (72.6) 111 (73.5) o0.001 a,b
GOLD stage o0.001
1 1,079 (45.8)
2 1,277 (54.2)
3 136 (90.1)
4 15 (9.9)
FEV1 2.78± 0.64 2.27± 0.61 1.16± 0.29 o0.001 a,b,c
FEV1 % 96.6± 10.4 78.9± 13.6 41.0± 6.8 o0.001 a,b,c

Smoking status a,b
Never 8,439 (63.8) 716 (30.4) 40 (26.5) o0.001
Ex-former 1,344 (10.2) 480 (20.4) 24 (15.9)
Current 3,433 (26.0) 1,160 (49.3) 87 (57.6)

Alcohol drinking 6,595 (50.0) 1,278 (54.3) 73 (48.2) 0.001 a
Regular exercise 6,786 (51.5) 1,265 (53.9) 84 (56) 0.057

Marital status a
Married 10,936 (83.3) 1,915 (81.6) 127 (84.1) 0.01
Single 192 (1.5) 20 (0.9) 2 (1.3)
Divorced/separated/widowed 2,011 (15.2) 413 (17.6) 22 (14.6)

Job 8,340 (63.2) 1,313 (55.9) 64 (42.7) o0.001 a,b,c
Family income o0.001 a,b,c
Low 2,668 (20.2) 873 (37.1) 75 (49.7)
Moderate-low 2,463 (18.6) 606 (25.7) 44 (29.1)
Moderate-high 3,288 (24.9) 463 (19.7) 17 (11.3)
High 3,905 (29.5) 414 (17.6) 15 (9.9)

Education o0.001 a,b,c
⩽ Elementary 4,196 (31.8) 1,113 (47.2) 96 (63.6)
Middle school 2,054 (15.5) 402 (17.1) 27 (17.9)
High school 4,185 (31.7) 545 (23.1) 16 (10.6)
⩾College 2,781 (21.0) 296 (12.6) 12 (7.9)

Depression 2,110 (15.9) 285 (12.1) 25 (16.5) o0.001 a,c
Major cancer 305 (2.3) 77 (3.3) 3 (2.0) 0.02 a
DM 1,198 (9.1) 346 (14.7) 19 (12.6) o0.001 a
Hypertension 3,434 (26.0) 876 (37.2) 63 (41.7) o0.001 a,b
Arthritis 3,005 (22.7) 540 (22.9) 30 (19.9) 0.685

Values are presented as number (%) or mean (s.d.). Clinical characteristics were compared using analysis of variance for continuous variables and the χ2 test for
categorical variables.
a, no COPD versus GOLD stage I, II COPD; b, no COPD versus GOLD stage III, IV COPD; c, GOLD stage I, II COPD versus GOLD stage III, IV COPD. Major cancer:
stomach, liver, lung, cervix, breast and colon cancers.
Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; DM, diabetes mellitus; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic
Obstructive Lung Disease.

Table 2. Mental health of COPD patients

No COPD
(n=13,212)

GOLD stage I, II
COPD (n=2,355)

GOLD stage III, IV
COPD (n= 151)

P value Post hoc

Stress o0.001 a
Moderate to severe 3,329 (25.2) 464 (19.7) 39 (25.8)
None to mild 9,883 (74.8) 1,891 (80.3) 112 (74.2)

Experiences of depressive mood for 2 or more continuous weeks 1,994 (15.1) 316 (13.4) 27 (17.9) 0.063 a
Suicidal thoughts during the previous year 2,070 (15.7) 375 (16.0) 36 (23.8) 0.023 b,c
Suicidal attempts during the previous year 126 (1.0) 14 (0.6) 4 (2.6) 0.019 b,c

Values are presented as number (%) or mean (s.d.).
Clinical characteristics were compared using the χ2 test.
a, no COPD versus GOLD stage I, II COPD; b, no COPD versus GOLD stage III, IV COPD; c, GOLD stage I, II COPD versus GOLD stage III, IV COPD.
Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease.
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between current and remitted COPD may be helpful in providing
more information about the nature of this relationship beyond that
available in previous reports. Specifically, we cannot determine
whether suicidal thoughts/attempts occurred contemporaneously
with COPD or whether a history of suicidal thoughts/attempts
preceded COPD. However, because a history of suicidal thoughts/
attempts is the strongest predictor of future behaviour, this
information can still be useful to clinicians evaluating potential risk,
particularly in the presence of other risk factors for suicidal
behaviour. Second, because this was a cross-sectional study,
interpretations of a cause-and-effect relationship between suicidal
behaviours and related variables are limited. Finally, the limitation
of KNHANES is that the subjects who participated in this survey
have generally a mild-to-moderate form of comorbidities. There-
fore, the small number of COPD patients in stages III and IV would
have an influence on the analysis of risk for suicide. Further
prospective matched case–control or cohort studies might over-
come this limitation. Despite these limitations, our study has
important implications for both clinical practice and research. The
strength of our study was that the data were obtained from a
nationwide population with a high response rate and therefore
provide representative information on the Korean population,
extensive data on potential confounders, and a large sample size
that increased precision and permitted multiple statistical adjust-
ments. Patients with COPD reported greater levels of suicidal
thoughts compared with those in the general population. There-
fore, it is important for practising general physicians to be aware
that patients with COPD are at risk of significant mental health
problems. These health-care workers should be encouraged to
screen for and promptly diagnose these problems and refer
patients to appropriate mental health professionals and services.

Interpretation of findings in relation to previously published work
Few studies have been conducted on the prevalence of suicide
and suicidal behaviours in patients with COPD. Goodwin6 studied
the association among COPD, suicidal ideation and suicide
attempts and found that COPD was associated with increased
odds of suicidal ideation but that the association was no longer
significant after adjusting for nicotine dependence. However,
suicide attempts were higher in individuals with COPD and
remained so after adjusting for demographic factors, depression,
panic disorder, drug and alcohol dependence and nicotine
dependence. Druss and Pincus7 found a significant increase in

suicidal ideation in patients with asthma and chronic bronchitis,
but not in those with hypertension, arthritis, thyroid disease,
diabetes or cancer, after adjusting for major depression, depressive
symptoms, heavy alcohol use and demographic factors. With
similar adjustments, suicide attempts were seen to increase
significantly only in those with asthma (OR, 4.3), chronic bronchitis
(OR, 2.6) and cancer (OR, 4.5). Goodwin et al.19 adjusted for
demographic factors and a number of Axis I disorders and found
an association between suicide attempts and lung disease (OR, 1.8;
95% CI, 1.1–2.7), ulcer (OR, 2.1; 95% CI, 1.3–2.4) and AIDS (OR, 44.1;
95% CI, 10.5–185.6), but not arthritis, hypertension, diabetes, heart
attack, kidney problems, stroke, autoimmune disease or stomach
problems. Webb et al.20 found that coronary heart disease, stroke,
COPD and osteoporosis were linked to suicide, whereas cancer,
hypertension, diabetes, asthma, osteoarthritis, back pain and
epilepsy were not. The association with suicide was explained by
clinical depression for all conditions except osteoporosis. That
study differed from a number of others, including those discussed
previously, in finding no association between asthma and suicide
and in finding that the association between COPD and suicide was
explained by depression. Overall, these studies provide modest
support for the idea that impaired lung function may predispose
patients to suicide more than do some other physical diseases.
In 2012, South Korea had the highest suicide rate of all countries

in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD). In recent years, suicide rates have increased rapidly and
steadily in South Korea: in 1990 an average of 9.8 suicides per
100,000 individuals were observed, and in 2012 the rate was 28.1
suicides per 100,000 individuals.21 Risk of suicide in those with
other chronic diseases in Korea was as follows: diabetes mellitus,
OR 2.55 (95% CI, 1.30–5.00)22; cardiovascular disease, OR 2.95 (95%
CI 1.28–6.81)23; and cancer, OR 2.00 (95% CI 1.91–2.08).24 In our
study, the risk of suicidal attempts in GOLD stages III and IV COPD
was 2.94 (95% CI, 1.03–8.31). The level of risk may be high
compared with that of other chronic diseases.
Depression is a common comorbidity in COPD and has a

significant impact on patients, their families, society and the course
of the disease.3,4 Our study showed that depressive symptoms
were not different between GOLD stage I/II COPD and GOLD stage
III/IV COPD. However, the study by Hanania et al.,25 consisting of
2,118 COPD patients who were assessed for depression by CES-D
(Center for Epidemiologic Studies of Depression) by means of 20
questionnaires, showed that depression symptoms were more
prevalent in GOLD stages III and IV COPD compared with GOLD
stage II COPD. The inconsistent findings regarding the GOLD COPD
stages and depression may be related to methodological
differences. The depressive symptoms in our study were assessed
by using the answer to a single question ‘Have you felt sad or
desperate continuously for ⩾ 2 weeks so as to disturb your
everyday life?’ Watkins et al.26 investigated the accuracy of a single
question ‘Do you often feel sad or depressed?’ in screening for
depression in a cohort of patients after stroke and reported a
sensitivity of 86%, a specificity of 78%, a positive predictability of
82% and a negative predictability of 82%.
Recent research indicates that suicide rates are elevated in

those living at higher altitudes,27,28 in smokers29,30 and in those
with asthma.31,32 A possible mechanism is metabolic stress
associated with hypoxia. Young33 proposed that low brain
serotonin synthesis due to hypoxia may be a factor in the high
suicide rates seen in people living at an altitude, in smokers and in
patients with COPD and asthma. Pulmonary function deteriorates
during disease progression, and the risk for alveolar hypoxia and
consequent hypoxemia increases.34

Alveolar hypoxia and consequent hypoxemia increase in
prevalence as COPD severity increases. This explains why GOLD
stages III and IV COPD were significantly associated with increased
likelihood of suicidal ideation and attempts among adults
compared with those with GOLD stages I and II COPD.

Table 3. Suicidal behaviours among COPD patients

Unadjusted P value Adjusteda P value

GOLD stage I, II COPD
Suicidal
ideationb

1.02 (0.91–1.15) 0.724 1.01 (0.92–1.12) 0.883

Suicidal
attempt

1.55 (0.91–2.65) 0.109 1.41 (0.79–2.51) 0.245

GOLD stage III, IV COPD
Suicidal
ideationb

1.68 (1.16–2.46) 0.007 1.67 (1.12–2.49) 0.011

Suicidal
attempt

2.83 (1.03–7.75) 0.044 2.94 (1.03–8.31) 0.044

Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GOLD,
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease.
aMultivariate logistic analysis, adjusted by age, sex, marital status, smoking,
alcohol intake, education, personal income, physical activity, diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, stress and depressive mood for more than 2 weeks
and the presence of major cancer.
bSuicidal ideation was assessed by a positive answer to the question ‘In the
last 12 months, did you think about committing suicide?’
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Implication for future research, policy and practice
These findings support further investigation into the disability and
severity of COPD and other common chronic diseases and their
links to suicidal ideation and behaviour. Our results may also
provide an empirical foundation for including COPD in the clinical
assessment of suicide risk, which ultimately may help identify
individuals at high risk for suicide. Given that the results from the
baseline medical examination provided feedback to the study
members, for those participants with a study-detected diagnosis,
it is possible that information about their new condition could
have precipitated a significant mental health problem, leading to a
successful attempt to take their lives.

Conclusion
Our results add to the growing evidence that severe (GOLD stages
III and IV) COPD is associated with increased suicidal ideation and
suicide attempts among adults in Korea.
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